MASKANI’ Digital Peacebuilding
Closing Workshop Report
Kisumu, October 23, 2020
Overview: Objectives and Outputs
On October 23rd, the Center for Media, Democracy, Peace and Security – Rongo University
together with Build Up team members facilitated a workshop for 25 participants divided into
students, university faculty and community members representatives. Each university invited
the 3 top performing students, resulting in 9 women and 9 men, while all other students were
invited to the certificate ceremony by Zoom and an afternoon WhatsApp live chat session
following the workshop.
The students and faculty met in advance among their student teams to develop their collective
ideas on the way forward and possible next steps for the Maskani program. The workshop ran
for a full day and aimed to create links between the program and the community peacebuilding
initiatives, offer a space for discussion on project reflections and way forward and share
findings of the program with the participants.
The objectives of this workshop were to award exemplary students who had completed their
tasks during the sprints, create a space where the community representatives would engage
with the students and faculty to identify ways, they could support each other in future and
share findings of the program. Concretely, the participants:
●
●
●
●
●

Received certificates for their participation in the full program
Exchanged experiences and got to know one another
Learned about offline peacebuilding programs in their communities and how the
Maskani work could be integrated and or support these programs
Learned about the program findings on what worked, and what did not, collective
challenges and lessons
Began brainstorming and planning on the next steps for the program in the lead up to
the Kenyan general election in 2022.

The main output of the training was to seed initial ideas from students and faculty, together
with the community representatives on goals they would like to achieve through Maskani and
how to scale the program. For both Build Up and Center for Media, Democracy, Peace and
Security (CMDPS), the aim was to close the workshop with an idea of which new themes the
participants would want to focus on, and to know roughly how the community would be a part
of the Maskani program. The workshop summary below goes deeper into the specific outputs
of the conversations that ensued throughout the day.

Workshop Summary
The workshop was delivered through 5 key sessions that focused on gathering views and
input from the students. Facilitation in the 5 sessions was done by a member of Build up or
CMDPS together with a student from one of the universities. The sessions ranged from
presentations using PowerPoint slides, and oral question and answer sessions/discussions in
plenary and a panel. Below is a detailed agenda of the full workshop:
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09:00 – 09:30

Introductions & Opening Remarks

Participants were welcomed to the workshop and were informed of what to expect during the
workshop. The agenda, Annex 1, was reviewed and agreed upon. One faculty member and
a student shared an overview of how the Maskani program had impacted their lives
positively.
09:30 – 10:00 Brief Maskani Overview (TBD)- Adapting The Commons: The Spirit of
Maskani & #NguvuPamoja: Digital Peacebuilding in Kenya Lessons and Future.
In this session, a select number shared their journeys from how they were introduced to
Maskani and the challenges and opportunities that they encountered along the way in
adapting the commons and lessons that they learned along the way. This was a reflective
session from both the faculty and the students to point out how different paths all led to a
common goal between different individuals. The story telling highlighted the unique nature of
Maskani, which is the mutual respect and collaboration between faculty and students for a
common cause.
11:00 - 12:30

Community Members Engagement: Panel discussion with Student
Ambassadors

In this session, three community members and a resident fellow from CMDPS shared
previous and current peacebuilding initiatives in their communities and how these could
benefit from Maskani. Everline Okoth, Mercy Adhiambo, and Brian Osome, community
peacebuilders from Champions of Peace in Kisumu, pointed out the challenges that they
face in offline interventions and opportunities that have made peacebuilding possible. After
presenting their work the students were given an opportunity to ask them questions and
propose ideas on how to collaborate. This session was moderated by a student with the aim
of exploring areas of synergy between the offline interventions and the online approaches by
the Maskani team.
For the local peacebuilders present, the key opportunity they saw was how Maskani could
support their work. They talked about not having the capacity to engage online and that
Maskani could do a lot by combining efforts. They mentioned how they engage with people
in offline spaces and then later see the same people spewing hate online- Maskani could
complement the offline efforts to create a 360 degree approach that moves offline to online
and back again. They also talked about having some students train their teams on how to
work around social media spaces would also bring greater visibility. What we really liked was
a suggestion of narrative comparison. The offline interventions would share with Maskani,
the narratives they are hearing on the ground and compare with what Maskani members see
online and this would inform both interventions (offline and online) so that people are not
working blind to what is happening in either space.
12:30- 13:00

Awarding of Certificates (Fredrick Ogenga, Susan Kilonzo & Caleb
Gichuhi)

Students were awarded certificates for the practicum (Annex 2). Each certificate reflected
the achievements they accomplished based on the badge tracker used. Each student
attending were appreciated by the faculty for their great work. Students who participated
remotely were able to receive their certificates when faculty members returned to their
campuses. This session was streamed via Zoom to enable the students who could not
attend the workshop participate from afar to also hear their names mentioned in celebration.
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14:00– 14:30

M & E Feedback Session (Caleb Gichuhi via Live discussion, Jerry
McCann, Rita Costa via WhatsApp live chat)

Participants were taken through a learning session (Annex 3)where the monitoring and
evaluation findings from the program were shared and they got to respond to the findings
and unpack some of these. For instance, the participants got to see the common attributes
of posts that gathered the most comments and likes on social media, the common
challenges that were faced by all members among other findings. This was a reflective
session where the participants contextualized some of the findings and gave examples of
how they addressed some of the challenges in the findings and the strategies they used to
get higher engagement rates. A similar session was also being run on WhatsApp to enable
the students who were not present to participate and share their ideas.
14:30- 15:30

Next steps and way forward for Maskani (Caleb Gichuhi via Live
discussion, Jerry McCann, Rita Costa via WhatsApp live chat)

The participants were taken through an ideation session. They were asked to share their
ideas, visions and goals for the Maskani program for the future. They explored and discussed
how they as individuals/and or groups could support the realization of these goals and visions.
This was a preliminary discussion on next steps that will be explored deeper in future.
Participants were able to discuss future ideas that included a wider team beyond the university
and began to propose ideas on how Maskani would collaborate with the offline community
initiatives on peacebuilding. The following are some of the ideas that emerged:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reaching a wider demographic, not just the youth but the older population through
Maskani
Developing a universal platform to accommodate youth who would like to join to get
information that can help in depolarising their societies
Elevating what Maskani is. Striving to take its initiative forward, recognized in Kenya
as a peacebuilding movement led by students in collaboration with community-owned
programs.
Partnering with community-based organizations.
Broadening their inclusion to welcome in the physically challenged, many of whom
may not be able to engage across communities offline given the contextual challenges
but could have equal impact in the online spaces.
Amplifying the Maskani platform and network to further challenge extremism in Kenya
Branding Maskani with youth positivity in addition to its digital peacebuilding orientation
Setting up Maskani clubs in schools/universities to serve as Maskani zones/spaces
where past students can come to train new students

Faculty, students and Build Up all recognize the importance of taking this process forward.
There is a commitment to continue to explore ways the next chapter can be pursued. In the
meantime, the Maskani team committed to stay engaged and use the established online
platforms (WhatsApp and Facebook groups) to keep their skills strong and their pursuit of
peace active, recognizing the greatest risks to peace will grow as the 2022 elections grow
nearer.
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ANNEX 1
WORKSHOP AGENDA

ANNEX 2
SAMPLE AWARDED CERTIFICATE

ANNEX 3
WORKSHOP SLIDE DECK
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